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“DIRTY TRUTHS”:
HANDWRITTEN
MANUSCRIPTS AND
RELIGION IN CHINA
JamesRobson
Catherine Bell is best known to scholars outside of the study of Chinese reli-
gions as a perceptive reader and interpreter of ritual theory, for her studies of
thecategoryof“belief,”andforherinnovativeapproachestoreligiousstudies
as a discipline.
1 Yet, in her Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice she claimed that it
all began with her doctoral work in Daoist studies and that the “problems and
issues engaged” in that book “were ﬁrst formulated for a dissertation chap-
ter.”
2 Among Sinologists and scholars of Asian religions she is appreciated
for theservice she provided by reviewing—often in the pages ofthis journal—
inﬂuential new works on Chinese Daoism and “popular religion,” although
those essays were more ambitious than mere “reviews,” since they raised key
methodological issues that helped move the ﬁeld forward.
3 Her focused and
Ó2012byTheUniversityofChicago.Allrightsreserved.
0018-2710/2012/5104-0003$10.00
1 See,e.g.,CatherineBell,RitualTheory,RitualPractice(NewYork:OxfordUniversityPress,
1992), Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), “Perfor-
mance,” in Critical Terms for Religious Studies, ed. Mark C. Taylor (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 1998), 205–24, “Modernism and Postmodernism in the Study of Religion,” Religious
Studies Review 22, no. 3 (July 1996): 179–90, and “Paradigms Behind (and Before) the Modern
Concept of Religion,”History andTheory 45(December 2006): 27–46.
2 Bell, Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice, vii, and Catherine Bell, “Medieval Taoist Ritual Mas-
tery: A Study in Practice, Text, and Rite” (PhD diss., UniversityofChicago, 1983).
3 Catherine Bell, “In Search of the Tao in Taoism: New Questions of Unity and Multiplicity,”
History of Religions 33, no. 2 (November 1993): 187–201, and “Religion and Chinese Culture:
TowardanAssessmentof ‘Popular Religion’,”Historyof Religions29, no. 1(August 1989): 35–57.
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ies on the Tract of the Most Exalted on Action and Retribution (Taishang
ganyingpian ),a “moralitybook” dating from thetwelfthcentury
that she spent much of her truncated career translating and studying, also gar-
nered attention among scholars of Chinese history and religion.
4 Catherine
Bell’s work on Daoist ritual (especially Lingbao liturgy), and Chinese reli-
gions more generally, opened up new lines of inquiry, and the ﬁeld anxiously
anticipated the day when she would bring together in a more systematic way
herworkasatheoristandherworkasascholarofChinesereligions.
5
Given the amount of attention that has been directed at Bell’s work on rit-
ual and ritual theory, in the space allotted to me here I would like to bracket
those topics and draw inspiration instead from a different facet of her work.
Oneofthetopicsthatsurfacedagainandagaininanumberofheressays,such
asher “Printingand Religion in China,”which inspired thetitleofthepresent
essay, was the relationship between the development of printing technology
in China and Chinese religions. Bell noted the obvious ways printing could
foster the spread of religious ideas, but she also pointed out how that new
medium could ossify the development of a religious tradition. Bell’s work on
religion and print is a topic sure to be less familiar to those outside the inner
circlesofSinology,but itisalsoworkthat has not yet attractedtheattentionit
deserves among scholars of Chinese religions, and it invites reﬂection on
otherlargerquestionsinthestudyofreligion.
6
4 Catherine Bell, “Printing and Religion in China: Some Evidence from the Taishang ganying
pian,” JournalofChineseReligions20(Fall1992):173–86, “‘A Precious RafttoSavetheWorld’:
The Interaction of Scriptural Traditions and Printing in a Chinese Morality Book,” Late Imperial
China 17, no. 1 (1996): 158–200, and “Stories from the Illustrated Explanation of the Tract of the
Most Exalted on Action and Response,” in Religions of China in Practice, ed. Donald S. Lopez Jr.
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 437–70. In her ﬁrst two published writings on
the text she translates the title of the Taishang ganying pian as Treatise of the Most
HighonActionandRetribution.
5 Glimpsesof workinthat direction can be found in Catherine Bell, “Ritualization of Texts and
Textualization of Ritualin the Codiﬁcation of Taoist Liturgy,” History of Religions 27, no. 4 (May
1988): 366–92, “Performance,” 205–24, and “‘The Chinese Believe in Spirits’: Belief and Believ-
ing in the Study of Religion,” in Radical Interpretation in Religion, ed. Nancy K. Frankenberry
(Cambridge:Cambridge UniversityPress, 2002),100–116.
6 This is not to say, however, that Bell’s work on Daoist ritual and “popular religion” has not
had an impact in the ﬁeld. Her work on Daoism, especially her “Ritualization of Texts and Textu-
alization of Ritual in the Codiﬁcation of Taoist Liturgy,” has been, and still is, regularly cited by
scholars of Daoism. See, for instance, Anna Seidel, “Chronicle of Taoist Studies in the West,
1950–1990,” Cahiers d’Extr^ eme-Asie 5 (1990): 267; Kenneth Dean, Taoist Ritual and Popular
Cults of Southeast China (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993), 177; Stephen Boken-
kamp, “Lu Xiujing, Buddhism and the First Daoist Canon,” in Culture and Power in the Reconsti-
tution of the Chinese Realm, 200–600, ed. Scott Pearce, Audrey Spiro, and Patricia Ebrey (Cam-
bridge, MA: Harvard University Asia Center, 2001), 189–90 and 316 n. 34; Edward L. Davis,
Society and the Supernatural in Song China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2001), 307;
L€ u Pengzhi, “Daoist Rituals,” in Early Chinese Religions Part Two: The Period of Division
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cussion within the now voluminous body of material on the history of the
development of printing and the history of the book in East Asia.
7 Given the
important place of China in the history of printing—with the oldest extant
printed book in the world being an edition of the Diamond S  utra dated to 868
CE—it is natural that the focus of most scholarship has heretofore been on
printing,bookculture,publishing,anddistribution.Yet,otherimportantques-
tions remain to be addressed. Was there, for instance, a print revolution in
Chinathatbroughtanendtomanuscriptproduction?ClearlytheBritishhisto-
rian of science Joseph Needham’s claim that following the invention and
spread of printing “practically everything in Chinese is either printed or lost”
is an untenable historical assessment.
8 The surviving collections of Chinese
(220–589), ed. John Lagerwey and L€ u Pengzhi (Leiden: Brill Academic, 2010), 1246–47. Her
work on Chinese “popular religion” has been engaged, for example, by Stephen F. Teiser, “Popu-
larReligion,”JournalofAsianStudies54,no.2(May1995):378–95;BernardFaure,TheRhetoric
of Immediacy: A Cultural Critique of Chan/Zen Buddhism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1991), 299–301 and 311–14; and Kenneth Dean, Lord of the ThreeinOne: The Spread of a
Cult in Southeast China (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998), 10–11. For the most
recent, and perhaps most explicit, engagement with her work, see David John Mozina, “Quelling
the Divine: The Performance of a Talisman in Contemporary Thunder Ritual” (ThD dissertation,
HarvardUniversity, 2009).
7 For a more complete discussion of some of these issues, see James Robson, “The Archive
Inside: Manuscripts Found within Chinese Religious Statues,” in Manuscript Culture in Asia,e d .
Jo ¨rg Quencer, Michael Friedrich, Matthew Driscoll, and Jan-Ulrich Sobisch (Berlin: de Gruyter,
forthcoming), on which some of the sections of this essay are based. On the history of printing and
publishing in China, see, among others, T. H. Barrett, The Woman Who Discovered Printing (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2008); Cynthia Brokaw and Kai-Wing Chow, eds., Printing and
Book Culture in Late Imperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005); Michela
Bussotti, Gravures de l’e ´cole de Hui: Etude du livre illustre ´ c h i n o i sd el aﬁ nd uX V I es i   ecle au
m i l i e ud uX V I I es i   ecle (Paris: EFEO, 2001); Thomas Francis Carter, T h eI n v e n t i o no fP r i n t i n gi n
China and Its Spread Westward, ed. L. Carrington Goodrich, rev. ed. (1925; repr., New York:
Ronald Press, 1955); Susan Cherniack, “Book Culture and Textual Transmission in Sung China,”
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 54, no. 1 (1994): 5–125; Lucille Chia, Printing for Proﬁt: The
Commercial Publishers of Jianyang, Fujian (11th–17th Centuries) (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Uni-
versity Asia Center, 2002); Jean-Pierre Dr  ege, Les biblioth  eques en Chine au temps des manu-
scripts (Paris: E ´cole franc ¸aised’Extr^ eme-Orient, 1991); J. S. Edgren, “China,” in A Companion to
the History of the Book, ed. Simon Eliot and Jonathan Rose (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2007), 97–
110; M. R. Guignard, “The Chinese Precedent,” in The Coming of the Book, ed. Lucien Febvre and
Henri-Jean Martin (London: Verso, 1976), 71–76; Berthold Laufer, Paper and Printing in Ancient
China (New York: Franklin, 1973); Joseph P. McDermott, A Social History of the Chinese Book:
Books and Literati Culture in Late Imperial China (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press,
2006); Frederick W. Mote and Hung-lam Chu, Calligraphy and the East Asian Book (Boston:
Shambhala, 1989); Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Written on Bamboo and Silk: The Beginnings of Chinese
Books and Inscriptions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), and Science and Civilization
in China, vol. 5, Chemistry and Chemical Technology,p t .1 ,Paper and Printing, ed. Joseph Need-
ham (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985); and Denis Twitchett, Printing and Publish-
ing in Medieval China (London: De Worde Society, 1983). See also the special issue of Late Impe-
rial China 17, no. 1 (June 1996) devoted to “Publishing and the Print Culture in Late Imperial
China,” whichincludesRoger Chartier’sintroduction“Gutenberg Revisitedfrom the East,” 1–9.
8 Joseph Needham, “The Unity of Science: Asia’s Indispensable Contribution,” in Clerks and
Craftsmenin China and the West(Cambridge:Cambridge UniversityPress, 1970),24.
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religious, ritual, and dramatic writing suggest otherwise. Manuscripts re-
mained in production and use long after the adventofprint. Writing aboutthe
persistence and importance of manuscript culture in the context of medieval
Chinese literature, Xiaofei Tian has claimed that “hand copying a book may
bea practicequitealientousnow, but itwas thesinglemost important means
of transmission of knowledge and information in the age of manuscript cul-
ture” and that “copying texts by hand was, moreover, practiced throughout
imperial China, despite the spread of printing.”
9 The rise of printing technol-
ogy certainly had a major impact on textual practices by making books less
expensive and more readily available, but that should not lead us to conclude
thattherewerenopracticalreasonsforthecontinuationofmanuscriptproduc-
tion. Certain historical and cultural factors ensured that handwritten manu-
scripts remained in production and even that some books only circulated in
manuscript form. J. S. Edgren, commenting on the status of manuscripts fol-
lowing the acceleration of printing technology during the Northern Song
Dynasty(960–1125),hasnotedthat“collections ofmanuscriptswerenotsud-
denly eclipsed by printed books. For one thing, conservative scholars were
skepticalofthetextualqualityoftheimpersonalprintedproducts;foranother,
good-quality books were rather expensive. No matter the rapid growth of
printing,many desirable titleswere notin printand could only beobtained by
makingmanuscriptcopies.”
10
Utilitarianexplanations forthepersistenceofmanuscriptproductioninthe
ageofprintshouldnotbetakenlightly,thoughwewoulddowelltorecognize
that other cultural and aesthetic factors may have been involved. Frederick
Mote has pointed out that “the aesthetics of calligraphy, which ﬂourished
greatly in the Tang period, not only inﬂuenced the design of printed books,
but alsofoundstill more direct expressioninthecreationofmanuscriptbooks
9 Xiaofei Tian, Tao Yuanming and Manuscript Culture: The Record of the Dusty Table (Seat-
tle: University of Washington Press, 2005), 4 and 221. See also Chia (Printing for Proﬁt, 11–12
and 40–42), who notes that there was “an enduring interaction of manuscript and print in China,”
and Cherniack (“Book Culture,” 10), who argues for the increasing importance of imprints during
the Songbut alsoremarksthat “althoughSongprinters were proliﬁc, the majorityofbooks inSong
imperialandprivatelibrarieswerestillmanuscripts.”
10 Edgren, “China,” 102. See also Frederick W. Mote, “Handwritten Books after the Invention
of Printing,” in Mote and Chu, Calligraphy and the East Asian Book, 76–77. Joseph McDermott
has questioned the speed with which manuscripts were surpassed by imprints and makes the
important observation that before general conclusions are drawn about the nature of that transition
moreresearchisnecessaryontherelativenumbersofmanuscripts,sinceasyet“verylittlesystem-
atic research has been undertaken on the history of manuscripts in the Song or any later dynasty”
(“The Ascendance of the Imprint in China,” in Brokaw and Chow, Printing and Book Culture in
LateImperial China, 60). On the persistence of manuscripts following the rise of printing see also
Inoue Susumu , “Shuppan bunka to gakujitsu” [The culture of publishing and scholarship],
in Min Shin jidai no kihon mondai [Basic questions in the history of the
MingandQingperiods],ed.MoriMasao etal.(Tokyo:Ky  ukoshoin, 1997),531–55.
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handwritten books as works of art.”
11 In addition to the practical, utilitarian,
and aesthetic explanations for the persistence of secular manuscript culture,
we will see below that certain religious factors—particularly the sacred pow-
ers inherent in handwritten script and devotional practices related to merit
making—playedanimportantroleinkeepingthetraditionofproducinghand-
writtenmanuscriptsaliveandwell.
Some types of handwritten texts were never destined to be printed, nor
were they merely produced as copies of unobtainable printed works or for
readers to enjoy the aesthetic quality of the copyist’s calligraphy. When we
limit our purview to that of local village life, new evidence of handwritten
manuscripts comes into view. In a study of handwritten materials in villages
in the New Territories of Hong Kong—based on ﬁeldwork undertaken in the
late 1970s, James Hayes begins by discussing how the ravages of historical
and climatic conditionshad taken their toll onthe survival ofmanuscripts. He
expresses surprise that manuscripts survived at all and concludes that “their
endurancecanonlybeattributedtothegreatstoretheirownerssetbythem.”
12
Hayes goes on to note how these types of materials “represent a new body of
research material that has much to add to our conception of traditional Chi-
nese society in the countryside and its social and political organization.”
13
The types of handwritten texts in use in the context of local daily life can be
sortedintothreemaincategories:
14 (1)booksandhandbooks(includinggene-
alogical records, handbooks of family and social practice, almanacs, educa-
tional texts, letter writing guides, guides to contracts, poetry, novels, and
morality books); (2) books provided for and by specialists (including those
thatdealwithhumanfate,geomancy,charms,anddivination);and(3)written
materials providing the cultural and social context of daily life (including
signs,notices,ephemera,andplacards).Wearenowalsoawareofthefactthat
even up through the modern period handwritten manuscripts of short stories
11 Mote,“Handwritten Books,”76–77.
12 James Hayes, “Specialists and Written Materials in the Village World,” in Popular Culture
inLateImperialChina,ed.DavidJohnson,AndrewJ.Nathan,andEvelynRawski(Berkeley:Uni-
versityofCaliforniaPress, 1985), 76–77.
13 Hayes, “Specialists and Written Materials,” 77. Hayes’s optimism was certainly justiﬁed, as
attested by the work of (among others) Rubie S. Watson, Inequality among Brothers: Class and
Kinship in South China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985); David Faure, The Struc-
ture of Chinese Rural Society: Lineage and Village in the Eastern New Territories, Hong Kong
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986); David Faure and Helen F. Siu, eds., Down to Earth: The
Territorial Bond in South China (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1995); Zheng Zhen-
man, Family Lineage Organization and Social Change in Ming and Qing Fujian,t r a n s .M i c h a e l
Szonyi, with Kenneth Dean and David Wakeﬁeld (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2001);
and Michael Szonyi, Practicing Kinship: Lineage and Descent in Late Imperial China (Stanford,
CA:StanfordUniversity Press, 2002).
14 This list is adaptedfromHayes, “SpecialistsandWrittenMaterials,” 78–110.
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duringtheCulturalRevolution.
15 Thiswealthofevidenceforcesus,therefore,
to revise Joseph Needham’s problematic claim about the hegemony of print
followingitsdevelopmentandspreadintheninthcentury.
It is possible to track the technological developments from handwritten
texts, to woodblock printing, to printing with moveable type—and yet there
is an alternative history of handwritten manuscripts that remains to be com-
posed. As was the case with the history of handwritten texts after the Guten-
berg revolutioninthe West,the practice ofproducinghandwrittenversionsof
textspersistedalongsidethenewtechnologyof printingandhas endureduntil
today, much like theimportant handwrittensignature inour digitalage.
16The
ﬁeldofSinologyis,however,onlyslowlyapproachingastatewherewemight
beabletoonedayclaim,inthewordsofBernardCerquiglini,that“themanu-
script, which has long been pushed to the margins of legitimate reﬂection and
sometimesevenobliterated—theabominabletraceofsome positivistconcern
—is now the latest object of analysis.”
17 We await foundational studies that
will help synthesize some of the different strands of research that have been
completedtodate.
Oneblindspotinthestudyofprintingandbookculture inChinais itsrela-
tionship to religious history and religious practices. As Cynthia Brokaw has
noted, “surprisingly little work has been done on the impact of printing on
religious reading practices and beliefs, though Catherine Bell has begun to
mine this potentially rich ﬁeld with a few suggestive articles on the ways in
which printing, while expanding the possibilities for proselytization, might
also operate to ﬁx and thus limit the ﬂexibility of religious doctrines.”
18 This
mention of Bell’s work on the critical analysis of the impact of printing on
Chinese religions demonstrates her engagement with an important topic and
how she was ahead of her time in asking such questions. Her work preﬁgured
a movement within the ﬁeld that recognizes the limitations of working solely
with incunabula. Some scholars have begun to pay more attention to hand-
writtenmanuscriptsinuseaftertheinventionandspreadofprinting.Thisnew
15 On the circulation of handwritten literature during the Cultural Revolution see Perry Link,
“Hand-Copied Entertainment Fiction from the Cultural Revolution,” inUnofﬁcial China: Popular
Culture and Thought in the People’s Republic, ed.Perry Link, RichardMadsen, andPaul G.Pick-
owicz(Boulder,CO:Westview, 1989), 17–36.
16 See Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, The Printing Revolution in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1983); and Brian Richardson, Manuscript Culture in Renaissance
Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). On the “signature,” see Be ´atrice Frenkel,
Lasignature:Gen  esed’unsigne(Paris: Gallimard, 1992).
17 Bernard Cerquiglini, In Praise of the Variant: A Critical History of Philology (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins UniversityPress, 1999),i.
18 Cynthia Brokaw, “On the History of the Book in China,” in Brokaw and Chow, Printing and
Book Culture inLateImperial China,4 2 .
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the shift in focus to handwritten texts allowed access to less-studied domains
of Chinese religious practice. Those materials also force us to grapple with
some intractable issues regarding category formation in the study of Chinese
religions,atopicthatwasoffundamentalimportancetoBell.
19
Bellseemstohavebeendrawntothetopicofprintingandreligionthrough
her work on the Taishang ganying pian (Tract of the most exalted on action
and retribution). In contextualizing that text with a critical discussion of the
relationship between printing and religion in Europe, Bell raised three main
questions that she posited as being equally applicable to the Chinese context:
(1)Didprintingconstitute a revolutioninEuropean culture? (2) How did reli-
gion,as amajorconsumer andsupporterofprinting,changethroughits use of
this new medium? (3) Was printing ultimately a force for sociocultural unity
or division?
20 What Bell discovered in pursuing these questions was that
althoughprintingtechnologycertainlydidhaveanimpactinChina,including
in the domain of religion—especially in regard to the mass distribution of
morality books—“printing in China never displaced hand copying the way it
did in Europe. At the very least, hand copying persisted as an important ﬁrst
step for woodblock printing or stone engraving.”
21 The Taishang ganying
pian, in her interpretation, was therefore not an example of the success of a
“printing revolution” but was distinctive due to its innovative claim about the
religiousefﬁcacyandmerit-makingpotentialofitsowndissemination.
22
Although Bell relegated the handwritten manuscript to the status of being a
mere preparatory aide in the printing process, it is now clear that—just as in the
caseofsecularmanuscriptculture—religiousmanuscriptsretainedaspecialsta-
tus and continued to be produced even when not destined to be printed. Hand-
written religious manuscripts have, however, received less attention than they
deserve due to a primary focus among scholars on the history of the relationship
between Buddhism and the invention and development of printing technology
in China from about the seventh century onward.
23 The printing of individual
19 See,e.g.,Bell,“TheChineseBelieveinSpirits,”and“ParadigmsBehind(andBefore).”
20 Bell, “Printingand ReligioninChina,” 173.
21 Ibid., 176.
22 Of course, as Bell herself concedes (“Precious Raft,” 170, 175), “a Buddhist ‘cult of the
book’ long predated the earliest copy of the Treatise,” but she argues that the Treatise “pushed the
signiﬁcance of distribution much further.” On the Buddhist cult of the book, see, among others,
Gregory Schopen, “The Phrase ‘sa pṛthiv  ıprade  sa  s caityabh  uto bhavet’i nt h eVajracchedik  a:
N ote sonth eC ul tofth eBo oki nMah   ay  ana,”Indo-IranianJournal 17(1975):147–81.
23 See, however, the comments on the importance of handwritten manuscripts by Barrett, The
Woman Who Discovered Printing, especially chap. 3; and the important earlier articles by Kristo-
fer M. Schipper, “The Written Memorial in Taoist Ceremonies,” in Religions and Ritual in Chi-
nese Society, ed. Arthur P. Wolf (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1974), 309–24, which
discuss the importance of “manuscript” versions of Daoist ritual documents, and “Vernacular and
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to the present, but that trend did not result in the eradication of manuscript cul-
ture either.
24 Indeed, one could mount a persuasive argument that the most sig-
niﬁcant developments in the contemporary study of Chinese religions have
beenignitedbythe discovery and studyof survivingmanuscript collections.
The most inﬂuential discovery of the past century was, of course, that of
the rich cache of manuscripts found at Dunhuang , an important Silk
Road outpost in far western China.
25 Although the discovery of a printed edi-
tionofthe DiamondS  utrainthosecaveshasattractedaninordinateamountof
attention, since it is dated to 868 and therefore considered to be the oldest
datedprintedbookintheworld(thoughotherprintedmaterialsalreadyexisted
and are also attested in Korea and Japan), the printed materials found in that
cache are in fact far outnumbered by handwritten manuscripts.
26 The Dun-
huang discoveries, and other discoveries of manuscripts at Turfan and other
locales in western China, invigorated the study of Chinese manuscripts, espe-
ciallyintheﬁeldsof BuddhistandDaoist studies,apocryphaltexts,philology,
astronomy,divination,calendrics, socialhistory, politics, andlegal history.
27
Classical Ritual in Taoism,” Journal of Asian Studies 45, no. 1 (1985): 21–57. I will have more to
sayonthis topic below.
24 Fang Guangchang , Zhongguo xieben dazangjing yanjiu
[Research on handwritten manuscripts of the Buddhist canon] (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chu-
banshe, 2006).
25 For an engaging tale of their discovery, see Peter Hopkirk, Foreign Devils on the Silk Road:
The Search for the Lost Cities and Treasures of Chinese Central Asia (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1980). For detailed studies on the general characteristics of the ﬁnd, see
Fujieda Akira, “The Tun-huang Manuscripts: A General Description,” Zinbun: Memoirs of the
Research Institute for Humanistic Studies, Ky  ot  o University 9 (1966): 1–32, and 10 (1969): 17–
39; Rong Xinjiang, “The Nature of the Dunhuang Library Cave and the Reason for Its Sealing,”
Cahiers d’Extr^ eme-Asie11 (1999–2000): 247–75; and most recently Yoshiro Imaeda, “The Prov-
enanceandCharacterof DunhuangDocuments,” Memoirs oftheToyo Bunko 66(2008):81–102.
26 On the printed books found at Dunhuang and the existence of the oldest printed document in
Korea,see,forinstance,Twitchett,PrintingandPublishing, 18–26; andCarter, Invention of Print-
inginChina, 37–66.
27 The secondary literature on the study of Dunhuang Buddhist manuscripts is too vast to cite
completely here, but see, for example, Wendi Leigh Adamek, The Mystique of Transmission: On
Early Chan History and Its Contexts (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007); Jeffrey
Broughton, The Bodhidharma Anthology: The Earliest Records of Zen (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1999); Robert E. Buswell Jr., ed., Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha (Honolulu: Uni-
versity of Hawaii Press, 1990);Paul Demie ´ville,Le concilede Lhasa (Paris:ImprimerieNationale
de France, 1952), Choix d’e ´tudes bouddhiques, 1929–1970 (Leiden: Brill Academic Publishing,
1973); Jean-Pierre Dr  ege,ed., Images de Dunhuang: Dessins et peintures sur papier des fond Pel-
liot et Stein (Paris: E ´cole franc ¸aise d’Extr^ eme-Orient, 1999); Jean-Pierre Dr  ege and Olivier Ven-
ture, eds., E ´tudes de Dunhuang et Turfan (Geneva: Droz, 2007); Bernard Faure, La volonte ´
d’orthodoxiedanslebouddhismechinois(Paris:EditionsduCNRS,1988);AntoninoForte,Politi-
cal Propaganda and Ideology inChina at the End of the SeventhCentury (Naples:IstitutoUniver-
sitario Orientale, 1976); Akira, “Tun-huang Manuscripts”; Gao Guofan , Zhongguo minsu
tanwei [An exploration of Chinese popular customs] (Jiangsu: Hehai daxue chu-
banshe, 1989), and Dunhuang minsu ziliao daolun [Introductory remarks on
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cially those preserved at Nanatsu-dera in downtown Nagoya—again
reenergized the study of Chinese religious manuscripts. The Nanatsu-dera
cache includes a manuscript set of the Buddhist canon that comprises some
popular material from Dunhuang] (Taipei: Xinwenfeng, 1994); Jacques Gernet, Les aspects e ´con-
omiques du bouddhisme dans la socie ´te ´chinoise du Ve au Xe si  ecle(Saigon-Paris: E ´colefranc ¸aise
d’Extr^ eme-Orient, 1956); Hu Shi , Shenhui heshang yiji [The surviving works
of Shenhui] (Shanghai: Yadong tushuguan, 1930); Jamie Hubbard, Absolute Delusion, Perfect
Buddhahood: The Rise and Fall of a Chinese Heresy (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
2001), and “The Teaching of the Three Levels and the Manuscript Texts of the Sanchieh fofa,” in
Ochiai Toshinori and Makita Tairyo ,e d s . ,Nanatsudera koitsu ky  oten kenky  u
s  osho , vol. 5 (Tokyo: Dait  o Shuppansha, 2000); Ikeda On ,
Ch  ugoku kodai sekich  ok e n k y   u [Research on ancient Chinese contracts]
(Tokyo: T  oky  o Daigaku T  oy  o Bunka Kenky  ujo, 1979); Marc Kalinowski, ed., Divination et soci-
e ´te ´dans la Chine me ´die ´vale: E ´tude des manuscrits de Dunhuang de la Biblioth  eque nationale de
France et de la British Library (Paris: Biblioth  eque nationale de France, 2003); Kuo Li-ying,
Confession et contrition dans le bouddhisme chinois du ve au xe si  ecle (Paris: E ´cole franc ¸aise
d’Extr^ eme-Orient, 1994); Victor H. Mair, T’ang Transformation Texts: A Study of the
Buddhist Contribution to the Rise of Vernacular Fiction and Drama in China (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1989); Makita Tairyo , Giky  o kenky  u [Studies on
apocryphal s  utras] (Kyoto: Jimbun kagaku kenky  usho, 1976); Makita Tairyo and
Fukui Fumimasa ,e d s . ,Tonk  ot oc h   ugoku bukky  o [Dunhuang and
Chinese Buddhism] (Tokyo: Dait  o Shuppansha, 1984); John R. McRae, The Northern School
and the Formation of Early Ch’an Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1986);
Christine Mollier, Buddhism and Taoism Face to Face: Scripture, Ritual, and Iconographic
Exchange in Medieval China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2008); Nishiwaki Tsuneki
, Isutanb  uru daigaku toshokan shoz  o Torufan shutsudo kango danpen kenky  u
[Four fragments of Chinese mate-
rials unearthed in Turfan held in the collection of the Istanbul University Library] (Kyoto, 2007);
Michel Soymie ´,e d . ,Contributions aux e ´tudes sur Touen-houang (Geneva: Librarie Droz, 1979),
Nouvelles contributions aux e ´tudes de Touen-houang (Geneva: Librarie Droz, 1981), and Contri-
butions aux e ´tudes de Touen-houang, vol. 3 (Paris: E ´cole franc ¸aise d’Extr^ eme-Orient, 1984);
Tanaka Ry  osh  o , Tonk  oz e n s h   u bunken no kenky  u [Research on
Chan Dunhuang writings] (Tokyo: Dait  o Shuppansha, 1983); Stephen F. Teiser, The Scripture of
the Ten Kings and the Making of Purgatory in Medieval Chinese Buddhism (Honolulu: University
of Hawaii Press, 1994); Philip Yampolsky, The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1967); and Yanagida Seizan ,Shokizensh  us h i s h on ok e n k y  u
[Research on early Chan historical works] (Kyoto: H  oz  okan, 1967). The
study of Daoist Dunhuang manuscripts has also attracted attention; see (again in alphabetic order)
Stephen R. Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997);
Kanaoka Sh  ok  o ,I k e d aO n , and Fukui Fumimasa ,e d s . ,Tonk  ot o
Ch  ugoku d  oky  o [Dunhuang and Daoism] (Tokyo:: Dait  o Shuppansha, 1983);
ChristineMollier,Une apocalypse tao€ ıste du de ´but du Ve si  ecle:Le livre desIncantationsDivines
des GrottesAbyssales(Paris: Coll  ege de France, Institut des HautesE ´tudesChinoises, 1990);O ¯fu-
chi Ninji , Tonk  od   oky  o [Daoist scriptures from Dunhuang], 2 vols. (Tokyo:: Fukutake
shoten, 1978), Vol. 1: Mokurokuhen [A catalogue of Daoist works from Dun-
huang] and Vol. 2: Zuroku hen [Manuscript reproductions]; Rao Zongyi , Laozi
Xiang’er zhu jiaojian [ ] [Annotated critical edition of the Xiang’er commentary to
the Laozi] (Hong Kong: Tong Nam, 1956); Kristofer M. Schipper, “Taoist Ordination Ranks in
the Tunhuang Manuscripts,” in Gert Naundorf, Karl-Heinz Pohl, and Hans-Hermann Schmidt,
eds., Religion und Philosophie in Ostasien: Festschrift f€ ur Hans Steininger zum 65. Geburtstag
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All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions1,162 works in nearly 5,000 juan (rolls) that were copied between 1175 and
1180.
28 Although this set of manuscripts had been known to the academic
worldsinceasearlyas1900,thefullextentoftheimportanceofthecollection
was not known until after the systematic survey conducted in 1990. At that
timescholarsdiscoveredthatthishandwrittencanonwasnotmerelyacopyof
a printededition of thecanon but contained versions of texts that predatedthe
Songdynastyeditionofthecanon,manyapocryphalworks(includingtheear-
liest extant apocryphon, titledPiluo sanmei jing ),and editions of
texts that were thought to be long lost (including the Sanjie fofa ,a
keytextin theThreeStagesmovement). Theinitialattentiongiven to thedra-
matic discoveries at Nanantsu-dera (and subsequent discoveries at Kong  oji
and other temples) has not, however, led to an outpouring of new
researchoutsideofJapan.
29
Thediscovery ofapocryphal manuscripts andmanuscripts oftexts thought
to be lost constitutes a signiﬁcant development in the study of Chinese reli-
gions, but the majority of the texts discovered thus far are the product of elite
circles. It has been much more difﬁcult to gain access to premodern manu-
scripts relatedto popular forms of religious beliefs andpractices.
30One ofthe
reasons for that difﬁculty is that nonelite forms of manuscripts rarely circu-
lated widely or freely. Over the past three decades, however, scholars doing
ﬁeldwork in various regions of China have brought to our attention the sur-
prising survival of a wide range of religious manuscripts, including (among
other things) handwritten (chaoben ) ritual manuals (keyi ben )
(W€ urzburg: Ko ¨nigshausen & Neumann, 1985); Anna Seidel, La divinisation de Lao Tseu dans le
tao€ ısme desHan (Paris: E ´cole franc ¸aised’Extr^ eme-Orient, 1969); Wu Chi-yu, Pen-tsi king (Livre
du terme original: Ouvrage tao€ ıste ine ´dit du VIIe si  ecle; manuscrits retrouve ´sa ` Touen-houang
reproduits en fac-simile ´(Paris: Centre national de la recherche scientiﬁque, 1960); and Yoshioka
Yoshitoyo , D  oky  o to bukky  o [Daoism and Buddhism], 3 vols. (Tokyo:
Kokushokankokai, 1959[vol. 1],1970[vol. 2], 1976 [vol. 3]).
28 For a description of this discovery and the nature of the manuscripts found at Nanatsu-dera,
seeOchiaiToshinori,The Manuscripts ofNanatsu-dera(Kyoto:ItalianSchoolof EastAsianStud-
ies, 1991),andtheessays containedthereinbyAntoninoForteandMakita Tairy  o.
29 Some important exceptions include Hubbard, “Teaching of the Three Levels”; Stefano Zac-
chetti, “An Shigao’s Texts Preserved in the Newly Discovered Kong  o-ji Manuscript and Their
Signiﬁcance for the Study of Early Chinese Buddhism,” Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies
52,no.2(2004):898–895(57–60),and“OntheAuthenticityoftheKong  ojiManuscriptofAnShi-
gao’s Anban shouyi jing ,” Annual Report of The International Research Institute for
Advanced Buddhology at Soka University for the Academic Year 2002 (2002): 157–158; and Flo-
rin Deleanu, “The Newly Found Text of the An ban Shou yi jing Translated by An Shigao,” Jour-
nal of the International College for Advanced Buddhist Studies 6 (2003): 63–100. A recent impor-
tant study on the various manuscripts of Daoji’s Konz  oron (Jinzanglun) has also been
recently published; see Miyai Rika and Motoi Makiko , Konz  oron: Honbun to
kenky  u : [The Jinzang lun: Originaltext and research] (Kyoto: Rinsen shoten,
2011).
30 It is possible to access some of this material from texts and fragments found in Dunhuang;
seeGaoGuofan,Zhongguominsutanwei,a n dDunhuangminsuziliaodaolun.
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31
In addition to the handwritten materials that entered into circulation and
perhaps made their way into library collections, there existed more diffused
bodies of manuscripts that did not circulate widely beyond a village, family,
orreligious lineage. Some new handwritten manuscript collectionshave been
discovered in the most unlikely of places. Among the many possible topics
that could be discussed here, what I would like to introduce are the manu-
scriptsthathavebeenpreservedwithinthedarkinnerrecessesofreligiousstat-
ues.TheworkofmuseumconservatorsandresearchonearlyBuddhisttextual
references has revealed a long history of the placing manuscripts inside Bud-
dhist statues that remains to be fully explored.
32 Placing manuscripts inside
statues is ﬁrst attested in connection with Indian Buddhism and was transmit-
tedtoChina,Korea,andJapan.
33
There is a signiﬁcant body of textual evidence—including doctrinal works
and the written accounts by pilgrims and travelers—concerning the placement
of texts and relics inside st  upas and statues at the time of consecration. During
his travels in India in the seventh century, for instance, Xuanzang (602–
64) observed that “there is a practice in India of making incense powder into
31 This literature is now quite extensive;see, among others, Wang Ch’iu-kuei ,ed . ,Min-
su ch’€ u-i ts’ung-shu , 80 vols. (Taipei: Shih Ho-cheng Folk Culture Foundation,
1993), Zhongguo chuantong keyiben huibian [Collection of traditional Chi-
nese ritual texts] (Taipei: Xinwenfeng, 1999); and John Lagerwey, Traditonal Hakka Society
Series(HongKong:TraditionalHakkaStudiesAssociationandE ´colefranc ¸aised’Extr^ eme-Orient,
1996–2002).
32 The literature on images with interred objects (referred to in Japanese as z  onai sh  ogon [inte-
rior adornment]and z  onai n  ony  uhin [consecrated objects inside statues]) is immense and impossi-
ble to review in full here. Although much of the work thus far concerns Japanese images, some of
the studies cited here also discuss Chinese examples. See Kurata Bunsaku ,“ Z   onai
n  ony  uhin ” [Objects deposited inside sculptures], in Nihon no bijutsu [Art
of Japan], vol. 86 (Tokyo: Shibund  o, 1973); Helmut Brinker, “Facing the Unseen: On the Interior
Adornment of Eizon’s Iconic Body,” Archives of Asian Art 50 (1997–1998): 42–61; Roger Goep-
per, “A Early Work of K  oen in Cologne,” Asiatische Studies 37, no. 2 (1983): 67–102; Paul
Groner, “Icons and Relics in Eison’s Religious Activities,” in Living Images: Japanese Buddhist
Icons in Context, ed. Robert H. Sharf and Elizabeth Horton Sharf (Stanford, CA: Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 2001), 114–51; Michel Strickmann, “L’ico ˆne anime ´e,” in Mantras et mandarins: Le
bouddhisme tantrique en Chine (Paris: Gallimard, 1996), 165–211; and the recent work of Wu
Pei-jung, “The Ma~ nju  sr  ı Statues and Buddhist Practice of Saidaiji: A Study of Iconography, Inte-
rior Features of Statues, and Rituals Associated with Buddhist Icons” (PhD diss., University of
California, Los Angeles, 2002). On the interment of objects inside Korean images (pokchangmul
),seeChoiInSun ,“AStudyoftheTwoWoodenBuddhaStatuesatSamgyeongTem-
ple in Chunju and Those Contents That Were Found Inside Buddha Statues
2 ”i n 21(2004):855–73.
33 On this general phenomenon, see James Robson, “Hidden in Plain View: Concealed Con-
tents, Secluded Statues, and Revealed Religion,” in The Rhetoric of Hiddenness in Traditional
ChineseCulture, ed. Paula Varsano (Albany:SUNY Press, forthcoming).
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ture and place them into the interior [of these small stupas]. They call these
dharma  sar  ıra.”
34AmuchlaterIndiantext—theVajr  aval  ıbyAbhay  akaragupta
(1064?–1125?)—also explicates that “you should at the time of making an
image leave the head or back hollow. When completed you should write a
dharani on birch bark with saffron or bezoar and wrap them around the relic
which has been puriﬁed through the bathing ritual and then place them in the
hollowspace.”
35
Evidence for the interring of manuscripts inside statues in East Asia is dif-
ﬁcult tocompiledue tothepaucityofsurvivingwoodenstatuaryinChinaand
the lack of systematic studies on Chinese wooden statuary.
36 There are some
extant examples, such as the Arhat statues at the Lingyan si in Shandong, and
Chinese statues preserved in Japan also provide some important clues.
37 One
of the best-known examples of this kind of statuary is, of course, the Seiry  oji
Shaka , which was found to have a large niche in the back that
was ﬁlled with numerous texts—and other objects such as symbolic viscera
and textiles—by Japanese conservators studying it in 1954. An inscription on
the backside of the wooden cover of the cache informs us that the image was
made between August 9 and September 5, 985, for Ch  onen (938–1016),
a Japanese pilgrim who went to China and returned to Japan in 986, by two
brothers, Zhang Yanjiao and Zhang Yanxi from Taizhou
(modern Zhejiangprovince).The statuecontainsa handwritten “oath text” by
the monk Ch  onen and his friend Giz  o that was completed in 972 and hand-
written copies of the Suvarṇaprabh  asa S  utra and Lotus S  utra. The cache also
included a woodblock print of the Vajracchedik  a Praj~ n  aparamit  aS   utra that
is dated to 985, the year the statue was closed. In their study of this image
Henderson and Hurvitz surmise that many other images might have similar
cachesofcontents,butunfortunatelynofurtherevidenceisreported.
38Subse-
quent research on Chinese wooden statuary over the past ﬁfty or so years has
provided some tantalizing glimpses of evidence that suggests the practice of
34 T.51.920a21–23. The translation here from Daniel Boucher, “The Prat  ıtyasamutp  adag  ath  a
and Its Role in the Medieval Cult of the Relics,” Journal of the International Association of Bud-
dhist Studies14, no. 1(1991): 7.
35 YaelBentor,“On the Indian Origins of the Tibetan Practiceof Depositing Relicsand Dha ˆra-
nı ˆsi nS t u ˆpas and Images,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 115, no. 2 (1995): 255. See
also Yael Bentor, Consecration of Images and St  upas in Indo-Tibetan Tantric Buddhism (Leiden:
Brill, 1996).
36 See Donald Jenkins, ed., Masterworks in Wood: China and Japan (Portland: Portland Art
Museum, 1977).
37 Bunsaku, “Z  onain  ony  uhin.”
38 Gregory Henderson and Leon Hurvitz, “The Buddha of Seiry  oji: New Finds and New The-
ory,”Artibus Asiae 19, no. 1(1956): 5–55.
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thispracticeofinterringobjectsinsidestatuesmeritsfurtherinvestigation.
39
I cannot review all the evidence for extant religious manuscripts found
within statues here, so I would like to focus my comments on a new body
of materials that has come to light in recent years. Since I also discussed
these materials with Catherine Bell in my ﬁnal correspondence with her, it
seemed perfectly appropriate to include them in the present essay in this vol-
ume commemorating her work. In 1984, following the interception and con-
ﬁscationofashippingcontainerﬁlledwithnearlyonethousandsmallwooden
religious statuettes bound for the antiquities markets in Hong Kong, Chinese
customs ofﬁcials in Hunan province placed them in the Hunan Provincial
Museum in Changsha. Since 1984 many more of these statues have been
found to be preserved in four other private collections (two in China, one in
the United States, and one in Taiwan), with each collection holding about a
thousand statues, though one collection includes about 3,000 statues—bring-
ing the total number to about 8,000—and many can still be found circulating
among antiquities dealers in China, Europe, and the United States.
40 Since
nearly all of the statues in those collections originated in Hunan, it seems to
indicate that these statues are distinctive to that region of China. The majority
of the statues date from the Qing dynasty to the present day, and—as will be
discussed further below—they can be of national pantheon gods, local gods,
ritualmasters,orancestors.
Beginning with an ambitious project headed by Alain Arrault of the E ´cole
franc ¸aise d’Extr^ eme-Orient to catalogue the three collections in China, the
project has now been extended to include cataloging and studying all the
extant collections.
41 There is still much to be learned about various aspects of
local culture and religious practice in the Hunan region from the detailed
studyofthesestatues,butwhatismostpertinenttothepresentessayiswhatis
39 See, for instance, John Larson and Rose Kerr, “A Hero Restored: The Conservation of Guan
Di,”Orientations 22, no. 7(1991): 28–34.
40 The most comprehensive description and study of the two main collections in China is Alain
Arrault, “Analytic Essay on the Domestic Statuary of Central Hunan: The Cult to Divinities, Par-
ents,andMasters,”Journal ofChinese Religions 36(2008):1–53. For a briefdiscussionofthe col-
lection in Milwaukee, see James Robson, Inside Asian Images: An Exhibition of Religious Statu-
ary from the ArtAsia Gallery Collection (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Institute for
Humanities, 2007).
41 On the collections in China, see “Les statuettes religieuses du Hunan,” pt. 1: “La collection
Patrice Fava,” ed. Alain Arrault, in collaboration with Michela Bussotti et al., http://www.shen-
xianghunan.com/bdd_web_barbara/fava/collection_Fava.html, and pt. 2: “La collection du muse ´e
du Hunan,” ed. Alain Arrault, in collaboration with Michela Bussotti et al., http://www.shenxian-
ghunan.com/bdd_web_barbara/index.html. The collections in Milwaukee (Wisconsin) and Tai-
wan arepresentlybeing catalogued under the direction of James Robson and Alain Arrault,thanks
tothe supportprovidedbythe HarvardChina Fund.
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42 Indeed, it is the Hunan statues’ contents that are one of
their most distinctive featuresandsets them apart from similar statuesfound in
other regionsof China,suchasthoseinthefamousde Groot collectionofdeity
statues from Fujian.
43 The statuettes from Hunan are distinguished by the fact
that each contains a small niche carved into its backside that can be ﬁlled with
a variety of objects, such as herbs, paper money, and desiccated insects (see
ﬁg. 1). The primary object in a statue’s cache is the “consecration certiﬁcate”
(yizhi ), a handwritten manuscript providing an unprecedented amount of
information that is placed inside the statue during an elaborate “eye opening”
consecration ritual (kaiguang ). I therefore treat these documents as con-
stituting an alternative form of a manuscript archive.
44 The consecration certi-
ﬁcatestendtohaveastandardizedformthoughthecertiﬁcatecanvarydramat-
ically in length(from a few linesto a few pages) andincontent.
45
In general, a consecration certiﬁcate begins—sometimes following an
openinginvocation—withthepreciseaddressofthehomeorshrinewherethe
statuewasinstalled,indicatingthedistrict, town,village, andname oftemple.
Following the address on the yizhi are the names of all of the donors who
42 For more general studies see Alain Arrault and Michela Bussotti, “Statuettes religieuses et
certiﬁcats de conse ´cration en Chine du Sud (XVIIe–XXe si  ecle),” Arts Asiatiques 63 (2008): 36–
60; Arrault, “Domestic Statuary of Central Hunan”; Fu Juliang , “Hunan minjian mudiao
shenxiang ”[WoodcarvedfolkdeitystatuesfromHunan],inZhongguo wenwu
shijie 150 (1998): 54–68; and Keith Stevens, “Altar images from Hunan and
Kiangsi,” Journal of the Hong Kong Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 18 (1978): 41–48 and
plates on 217–22. A forthcoming volume of the Cahiers d’Extr^ eme-Asie will present some of the
new work on this topic being carried out by Alain Arrault, Michela Bussotti, Fang Ling, Mechtild
Mertz, Mark Meulenbeld, David Mozina,JamesRobson, and Wang Yucheng, and will include an
introduction by Georges Favraud ofsomeof the researchcarriedoutby localscholars in Hunan.
43 Deirdre Emmons, ed., Dieux de Chine: Le panthe ´on populaire du Fujian de J. J. M. de Groot
(Lyon: Muse ´um d’histoire naturelle, Un, Deux, ...Quatre E ´ditions, 2003); and Yang Yanjie ,
“Minxi Kejia diqu de zuxian shen chongbai” , http://140.115.170.1/
speech/9210/921029–01.pdf. Compare with Keith Stevens, Chinese Gods: The Unseen World of
Spirits and Demons (London: Collins & Brown, 1997); Museum of East Asian Art, Shen: Chinese
Icons of Divinity (Bath: Museum of East Asian Art, 2008); Neal Donnelly, Gods of Taiwan: A Col-
lector’s Account (Taipei: Artist Publishing, 2006); Joe Papenfuss, Yilan God Statue Exhibition
(Yilan, 2007); Zhang Yanping , Minjian mudiao yishu jianshang [An
Appreciation of the Art of Folk Carving] (Changsha: Hunan renmin chubanshe, 2003); Liu Wensan
,Taiwanshenxiangyishu [DeitystatuesofTaiwan](Taipei:Yishuchubanshe,
1981); and Lin Wei-Ping, “Conceptualizing Gods through Statues: A Study of Personiﬁcation and
LocalizationinTaiwan,” Comparative Studies inSociety andHistory 50, no. 2(2008):454–77.
44 In order to highlight this point, I have titled a forthcoming article “The Archive Inside:
Manuscripts Found within Chinese Religious Statues,” in Jo ¨rg Quencer, Michael Friedrich, Mat-
thewDriscoll,andJan-UlrichSobisch,eds.,Manuscript Culture inAsia (forthcoming).
45 The manuscripts are all folded when they are put into the statues, and given that the texts
were written by a large number of different hands the style and quality of writing varies dramati-
cally. The texts are written out in black ink, though somecontain somered/orange embellishments
inthesectionsthatincludedtalismansorimagesofdeities.Wearecurrentlyanalyzingthepaperto
determine what types of paper were used, though it is clear that a variety of paper of varying qual-
ityisfoundinthedocumentsandthatinmanycasesredoryellowdyedpaperwasused.
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tiﬁcate are not of disciples of a particular religious master, then they are usu-
allythoseofmembersofthesamefamilyandtendtoinclude thenames ofthe
mainpatron(usuallythefather)andhiswife,aswellasoftheirsons(andtheir
wives) and daughters. While many of the consecration certiﬁcates merely
contain lists ofnames, some ofthem alsocontain short biographies. This may
seem like a trivial point, but it is actually quite signiﬁcant for those interested
in genealogy, since in other historical documents women are hidden away—
either through neglect or because they remain nameless. From one perspec-
tive, then, these images and their contents are what Michael Baxandall has
termed “deposits of social relationships.”
46 The consecration certiﬁcate usu-
ally ends with the date of the consecration, the statue carver’s name, and in
somecasesaregisteroftalismans(seeﬁg.2).
The consecration certiﬁcate in ﬁgure 2 has a clear structure that is gener-
allyrepresentativeofthetypesofmanuscriptsthat arefound intheHunan stat-
ues. It begins with an invocation stating that this statue is extremely auspi-
ciousandthatitsnuminousqualitiescanbringprotectionandpeace.Next,the
precise address where this statue was located is provided: a local village
shrineintheShaoyangdistrict ofBaoqingprefecture inHunan
FIG.1.—FrontandbackofHunanstatue(showingcavity).Photographbyauthor.
46 Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A Primer in the
SocialHistory ofPictorialStyle(Oxford:OxfordUniversityPress, 1972), 1.
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sioned the carving of this statue, including Zhou Weichang ,h i sw i f e ,
ne ´eH u ,theireldestsonHehan andhiswife,ne ´eF an ,andtheir
daughtersHejin and Helin . Italso includes thenames ofthe family
members living in their house, including Zhou Weizhi and his wife
(xieshi ), ne ´e Zeng , their sonsHexing ,H e c a i , and Heshu
, andtheirdaughters Xingjin andDongjin .Thestatueisidenti-
ﬁedasbeing that oftheirancestornamed Zhou Falong , who was born
in 1847 and died in 1901. The “intention,” or reason for consecration, is pre-
sented in a general formulaic pattern: “So that there will be protection and
auspiciousness for all family members, so that the six domestic animals will
be peaceful, and that all the family’s affairs will be propitious. May the males
enjoy good fortune and the females receive good luck.”
47 Then follows the
date that the statue was consecrated with an “eye opening” ceremony (1914),
the name of the sculptor (Zhou Falei ), and a string of talismans inter-
spersedwithlegibletext.
A second manuscript (ﬁg. 3) further demonstrates the value of these hand-
written texts for providing the researcher with a rare glimpse of the domestic
level of local Chinese religious practice.
48 This manuscript from the Anhua
region in present-day north central Hunan reveals how the wife of a cer-
tain Liu Xingjie ,n e ´eL i , was suffering from an eye illness. They
attemptedtocureherwithmedicine,butitofferednohelp.Therefore,thehus-
bandappealedtoNanyueshengdi —theprincipaldeityoftheSouth-
ern Sacred Peak (Nanyue) that enjoys a large cultic following in the Hunan
region—with the hope that, by drinking the deity’s divine tea, the wife’s eye
illness would be cured, her vision would return, and the eye problems would
never arise again. He commissioned the carving of a statue of Nanyue
shengdi,andonthatverydayandauspiciousrainfell.Theconsecrationcertif-
icate includesthenamesoftheirtwosonsandendswithsomegeneral prayers
for peace, prosperity, and thriving domestic animals. This manuscript is a
good example of how these documents can mix together speciﬁc information
aboutapersonorfamilywithstockphrasesaimedatgeneralwelfare.
Now that we have access to a large number of certiﬁcates we can begin to
use these documents to pursue detailed socialhistorical questions. Based on
the data contained on the consecration certiﬁcates in the various collections
catalogued thusfar,it ispossible to perform a search, forexample,onthe par-
ticular name of a donor (or of a speciﬁc address) in order to gain a sense of
47 See Arrault and Bussotti, “Statuettes religieuses.” For a general discussion of statements of
“intention” in Daoist rituals, see Schipper, “Written Memorial in Taoist Ceremonies,” 319–20.
The“sixdomesticanimals”[“liuchu.” ] include horse,ox, goat, pig, dog, andfowl.
48 This manuscript has also been discussed in Arrault, “Domestic Statuary of Central Hunan,”
21.
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more detailed manuscripts have the potential of taking us down into the
domestic level of what Catherine Bell described as “routine and ubiquitous
ritual,” a domain of Chinese religions that has been difﬁcult for historians to
gain a handle on due to a paucity of sources. Therefore, the Hunan statues
invite us to engage with another topic that parallels material that Bell was
interested in, namely, the daily incense offering at the domestic altar.
49 She
describedthetypicaldomesticaltarasbeing“dividedroughlyinhalf.Its right
side (stage right, the subordinate position) accommodates several generations
of ancestor tablets in the form of names and dates on a large paper scroll, a
wooden board, or smaller individual tablets for each person or couple. Tradi-
tionally a red dot next to the name denotes the installation of the soul of the
deceased in the tablet. On the left side (stage left, the superior position), there
are paper images and often a statue or two of the more popular deities in the
FIG.3.—Consecrationcertiﬁcate(T0428).CollectionofPatriceFava,ÓEFEO.
49 Bell,“Performance,” 212–13.
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50Bell’sdescriptionofthealtaragreeswithmosttraditionalaccounts,
which also note the presence of ancestral tablets and deity statues. Yet, Bell
signaled her own sense of nervousness about this type of general description.
She was cognizant of the potential challenges to textual prescriptions and pro-
scriptions that a“performanceapproach” might bring to the study ofthis“hum-
ble act in terms of a speciﬁc ethnographic instance instead of a generalized
description in the abstract.” She said that any such general description and
“[any attempt] to formulate a system run into counter examples and regional
differences very quickly.”
51 Although Bell seems to have never carried out
ﬁeldwork herself, she hit the nail on the head with this observation. It is the
richness of the material available for studying the speciﬁc case of the Hunan
statuettes—and the ways that they challenge certain well-entrenched para-
digms in the study of Chinese religious practice, and the place of ancestor
images within the domestic ancestral cult in particular—that surely would have
captivated Bell, given her long-standing interest in the tensions between canon-
ical (printed)textualprescriptionsand popular orlocalformsofpractice.
52
One striking feature of the Hunan statues is the fact that many of them, as
the names on the consecration certiﬁcates attest (including M0094 in ﬁg. 2),
are for familial ancestors stretching from the distant past up to the recently
deceased.
53 Statues dedicated to fathers are the most common, but images
identiﬁed as being of grandparents, brothers, mothers, uncles, and aunts are
also well attested. This is a rather surprising phenomenon, since in traditional
forms of Chinese ancestor veneration anthropomorphic images of the ances-
tors were forbidden. During the twelfth century, for example, Zhu Xi
(1130–1200) was outspoken in his disapproval of the use of portraits or sta-
tues in ancestor worship, and he carefully refrained from using the term
“image halls” (yingtang ).
54 The proper form of veneration was merely
50 Ibid.
51 Ibid., 215, 218.
52 In2003 Bellhadalreadydemonstratedaninterestin ancestralportraits andthewaythatthose
paintings depicted accurate representations of individual ancestors rather than “generalizable
types.”SeeCatherineBell,“ReviewofWorshippingthe Ancestors:ChineseCommemorativePor-
traits,” ChinaQuarterly173 (March2003):248–50.
53 See Stevens, “Altar Images from Hunan and Kiangsi,” and Keith Stevens, ”Portraits and
Ancestral Images on Chinese Altars,” Arts of Asia 19, no. 1 (1989): 135–45; as well as the more
recent work of Arrault, “Domestic Statuary of Central Hunan,” 39–43, and Alain Arrault, “Por-
traits sculpte ´sd ’ a n c ^ etres et de maı ˆtres dans le Hunan,” Cahiers d’Extr^ eme-Asie (forthcoming).
See also the section on ancestors in the Bath Museum East Asian Art’s Shen: Chinese Icons of
Divinity, 61–68.
54 Patricia Ebrey, “Education through Ritual: Efforts to Formulate Family Rituals during the
Song Period,” in Neo-Confucian Education: The Formative Stage, ed. William Theodore de Bary
and John W. Chaffee (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 301–2. See also Deborah A.
Sommer, “Images into Words: Ming Confucian Iconoclasm,” National Palace Museum Bulletin
29, no. 1–2 (1994): 1–24.
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Patricia Ebrey states, “generally were given responsibility for designing and
directing imperial ancestral rituals, and they modeled those rites on textual
traditions that offered no justiﬁcation for the use of images to represent the
ancestors during the ceremonies.”
55 Yet—following on the work of Ebrey—
Arrault has noted, “we know that this practice [of making representations of
ancestors]seems to haveappeared atleastby the Song, with the statues of the
imperial family, in spite of the constant calls to orthodoxy by the Confucian
literati, whorecommended using funeraltablets and not images for the cult of
ancestors. The proscription against images was visibly loosened during the
Qing dynasty, since this period saw the appearance of painted portraits of
direct ancestors, the origin of the current custom of placing a photo of the
deceasedonthe altar.”
56Therefore,while it is rare toﬁndstatues representing
members of the family in other regions of China—though Keith Stevens has
provided evidence for the existence of some images of ancestors on altars
in Taiwan and among the Chinese diaspora communities in Kuala Lumpur,
Penang, Singapore, Manila, and Medan—they are one of the main categories
of statues in the central Hunan region. Without the detailed information pro-
vided ontheconsecrationcertiﬁcates, whichidentiﬁes the statue byname and
designatestherelationshiptothedonors,itwouldhavebeenfarmore difﬁcult
to provide solid evidence that these images on domestic altars were indeed of
ancestors.
Why did the documents inside the Hunan statues remain in manuscript
form? The short—and clearly inadequate—response to that question would
be that it is related to the limitations of the static nature of the print medium
and the necessity of having a certain modicum of ﬂexibility to include all the
55 Patricia Ebrey, “Portrait SculpturesinImperialAncestralRites in Song China,” T’oung Pao
83, nos. 1–3(1997): 47.
56 Arrault, “Domestic Statuary of Central Hunan,” 39. See also Ebrey, “Portrait Sculptures,”
Patricia Ebrey, “The Ritual Context of Song Imperial Portraiture,” in The Arts of Sung and Yuan
China, ed. Wen Fong (Princteon, NJ: Princteon University Art Museum, 1999), 68–93, “The Incor-
poration of Portraits into Chinese Ancestral Rites,” in The Dynamics of Changing Rituals: The
Transformation of Religious Rituals within Their Social and Cultural Context, ed. Jens Kreinath
et al. (New York: Peter Lang, 2004), 129–40; Dietrich Seckel, “The Rise of Portraiture in Chinese
Art,” Artibus Asiae 53 (1993): 7–26; Jan Stuart, “Calling Back the Ancestors Shadow: Chinese Rit-
ual and Commemorative Portraits,” Oriental Art 43, no. 3 (1997): 8–17; Jan Stuart, “The Face in
Life and Death:Mimesisand ChineseAncestorPortraits,”inBodyandFacein ChineseVisualCul-
ture, ed. Wu Hung and Katherine Tsiang (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University East Asia Center,
2005), 197–228; and Ladislav Kesner, “Memory, Likeness and Identity in Chinese Ancestor Por-
traits,” in Bulletin of the National Gallery in Prague 3–4 (1993–94): 4–14. On the use of portraits
of deceased temple abbots within Chan Buddhism, see T. Grifﬁth Foulk and Robert H. Sharf, “On
the Ritual Use of Ch’an Portraiture in Medieval China,” Cahiers d’Extr^ eme-Asie 7 (1993–1994):
149–219. It should be noted, however, that Berthold Laufer proposed that images of ancestors pre-
ceded, rather than evolved out of, aniconic ancestral tablets. See Berthold Laufer, “The Develop-
ment ofAncestral ImagesinChina,” Journal of ReligiousPsychology 6,no.2 (1913):111–23.
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donor’s names) that needed to be recorded. Yet, if we move from the particu-
lar back to the general, we can rephrase the question in the following way:
how do we explain the persistence of manuscript culture in the age of print?
Thisis,ofcourse,acomplicatedquestionthatdeﬁeseasyexplanationsorgen-
eralizations. Some types of texts, as we saw above, may have remained pri-
marily in manuscript form due to the economic fact that they were cheaper to
produceandeasiertoreproduceanddisseminate.
I would like to suggest here, however, that there were positive and negative
reasons for keeping religious texts like the Hunan statues’ certiﬁcates in manu-
scriptformratherthanutilizethenewprintingtechnology.Thepositivereasons
include Chinese conceptions about the spiritually charged nature of handwrit-
ing and the religious practice of hand copying texts. Frederick Mote, for in-
stance, suggested that manuscripts remained in widespread use after the devel-
opment of printing due to “aesthetic and devotional” reasons. By focusing on
these two characteristics Mote signaled the importance of calligraphy as well
as the merit-making potential of producing handwritten copies of Buddhist and
Daoisttextsandpopularmoralitybooks.
57Thereisalsoalongandintricatehis-
tory of the religious signiﬁcance and cosmic associations of writing in China
that can only be mentioned in brief here.
58 Sufﬁce it to say, in the words of
Anna Seidel, that “in the Western mind, script is included in the divine curse
that divided mankind and separated it from its origins according to the Tower
of Babel myth of the confusion of languages. In Chinese mythology, on the
other hand, the written sign precedes the spoken word and has always kept its
entirely positivecosmogonicpowerofunfoldingand arrangingreality.”
59
Indeed, it was precisely this type of power and potential of language itself
that drew Bell’s scholarly attention to the Taishang ganying pian. In a later
reﬂection on her earlier work on that text she stated that she had “tried to
explore the shape of a paradigm in a project on the nature of textuality in
China. I saw textuality as invoking distinct cosmological structures, although
thefocusonChinesetexts wasduetomyownloveoftheir aesthetic material-
57 Mote,“Handwritten Books,”77.
58 I have cited much of the scholarship on this topic in James Robson, “Signs of Power: Talis-
manic Writing in Chinese Buddhism,” History of Religions 48, no. 2 (2008): 130–69. See, for
example, Michel Strickmann, Le Tao€ ısme du Mao Chan: Chronique d’une Re ´ve ´lation (Paris:
Me ´moires de l’Institut desHautes E ´tudes Chinoises, 1981), 15–16, 118–21; John Lagerwey, “The
Oral and Written in Chinese and Western Religion,” in Religion und Philosophie in Ostasien:
Festschrift f€ ur Hans Steininger, ed. Gert Naundorf, Karl-Heinz Pohl, and Hans-Hermann Schmidt
(W€ urzburg:Ko ¨nigshausen& Neumann, 1985), 301–21; Jean Francois Billeter,The Chinese Art of
Writing (New York: Rizzoli, 1990); and Le ´on Vandermeersch, Wangdao ou la voie royale:
Recherches sur l’esprit des institutions de la Chine archaique, vol. 2, Structures politiques, les
rites(Paris:Publicationsdel’E ´colefranc ¸aised’Extr^ eme-Orient, 1980).
59 Seidel,“ChronicleofTaoist Studiesinthe West,” 251.
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written language would generate a different text-supporting cosmos than that
of the European Bible....In Chinese history, an earlier divinatory cosmos
and spoken words of the masters became bound in commentary until new
sources of texts were found in new layers of the cosmos.”
60 Bell is here refer-
ring to the successive revelations of new texts by Daoist deities (from ever-
more ethereal domains of the cosmos) to humans who wrote down their pure
rariﬁed language in human script. Indeed many scholars, Kristoffer Schipper
foremost among them, have proposed that “Chinese writing was invented in
the ﬁrst place in order to communicate with spiritual beings.”
61 While human
writing is merely an imperfect representation of the pure language of the dei-
ties, traces of that rariﬁed language are found in the strange and largely illegi-
ble form of script that is included in Daoist texts and used to write talismans
thataredeployedinritualandhealingregimes.
AsIhavedescribedbeforeinthepagesofthisjournal,
writtentalismans,byvirtueoftheiruniquepositionsomewherebetweenthe“legible”
and “illegible,” between the “spirit world” and the “human world,” served as med-
iums for communication with (or control of) the realm of demons and deities. Talis-
manic script could express or illustrate ineffable meanings and powers that defy
transmission by traditional modalities of communication: oral or written. Talismans
weresacredimagesthatmirroredtheformsoftheprimordialenergiesattheinception
of the world and were therefore imbued with a spiritual power drawn from an ability
toshareintheessenceofthethingitnamesorrepresents.
62
Mosttalismansarehandwrittenandcomprisedofimbricatedgraphsalthough,
as Strickmann has argued, they were connected to printing since they were
carvedintowoodenblocksandprintedasseals(yin )onpaperorthebody.
63
DespiteStrickmann’sseminalwork, Bell is still correct in her assessment that
“the mass-production and distribution of printed scriptural talismans for per-
60 Bell,“ParadigmsBehind(andBefore),”46.
61 Schipper, “WrittenMemorialinTaoistCeremonies,”324.
62 Robson, “Signs of Power,” 138. For more general studies on Daoist talismans, see Catherine
Despeux, “Talismans and Diagrams,” in Daoism Handbook, ed. Livia Kohn (Leiden: Brill, 2000),
498–540; Christine Mollier, “Talismans,” in Divination et socie ´te ´dans la Chine me ´die ´vale: E ´tude
des manuscrits de Dunhuang de la Biblioth  eque nationale de France et de la British Library,e d .
Marc Kalinowski (Paris: Biblioth  eque nationale de France, 2003), 405–29; Jonathan Chaves,
“The Legacy of Ts’ang Chieh: The Written Word as Magic,” Oriental Art 23, no. 2 (Summer
1977):200–215;andMozina,“Quellingthe Divine.”
63 Michel Strickmann has two foundational studies, “The Seal of the Law: A Ritual Implement
andtheOriginsofPrinting,”AsiaMajor6, no. 2 (1993):82, and ChineseMagicalMedicine(Stan-
ford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002). For a recent discussion on the relationship to the writ-
ing and printing of spells, see Paul F. Copp, “Voice, Dust, Shadow, Stone: The Makings of Spells
in MedievalChinese Buddhism” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 2005).
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impactthatneedstobeassessedmorefully.”
64
One body of texts that interested Bell was that of sectarian scriptures—
scriptures produced by popular religious sects in the Ming and Qing periods—
since they contain a mixture of printed and handwritten texts. While some
sectarian groups used printing technology to disseminate their teachings,
when they produced talismans and incantations used for healing those re-
mainedinhandwrittenform.
65Therefore,asSusanNaquinhasobserved,there
are as many printed sectarian scriptures as there are handwritten ones.
66 Even
textsthatwerenottechnicalmanualsforwritingtalismansweretreatedliketal-
ismans themselves. Drawing on Naquin’s earlier research on sectarian groups
and their relationships to texts, Bell noted that “the possession of texts, like
Daoist talismans witnessing to a special relationship to Heaven, established the
authoritative leadership of the group; production of copies might well have
compromised that type of claim. There is evidence that in those groups consid-
ered most threatening to the Qing government, important religious scriptures
were not widely disseminated among followers.”
67 Thus, in order to protect
their method of conferring authority on sect leaders, texts were not mass pro-
duced and did not circulate widely, since they had to remain tokens of power
and legitimacy, much like the ritual hand copying of a master’s ritual manuals
aspart oftheinitiationof adisciplewithintheDaoist tradition.
In additionto the positivereasonsfor keepingsome religious texts in man-
uscriptform,intheprecedingcitationBellhintedatonepossiblenegativerea-
son fornot printingthem.Thebasic idea isthat printing, especially for sectar-
ian groups that were problematic for the Ming and Qing governments, came
with certain risks. “Printing,” as Bell notes, “could also alert authorities, effec-
tively incriminate sect leaders, and train ofﬁcials in better policing of such
activities, which happened with triad groups. For example, government prohi-
bition of sectarian activity and the routine conﬁscation of their texts meant that
hand-copyinghadadvantagesoverthedangersofprinting,whichcouldquickly
leadauthoritiestoaconvertgroup.”
68Allofthissuggeststhattherewereavari-
ety of good reasons why the hand copying oftextspersistedin the ageofprint.
Earlier in this essay I referenced James Hayes’s remarks about how newly
discovered handwritten materials found at the village level had the potential
to add much to our understanding of traditional Chinese society and its social
andpoliticalorganization.Itisnowalsoclearthatafocusonhandwrittenreli-
64 Bell, “Printingand ReligioninChina,” 186.
65 Susan Naquin, Millenarian Rebellion in China: The Eight Trigrams Uprising of 1813 (New
Haven, CT: Yale UniversityPress, 1977),20.
66 Ibid., 292–93.
67 Bell, “Precious Raft,” 183.
68 Ibid., 184–85.
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of Chinese religions. Solidifying an argument for the ongoing importance of
religious manuscripts at a time when so much attention is focused on print
technology is perhaps an important step in its own right. But if the discussion
did not reﬂect on larger issues in the study of Chinese religions then it would
not be in the spirit of Catherine Bell’s work, which always sought to make
largermethodologicalpointsbasedonspeciﬁccases.
One of the payoffs of directing attention back to handwritten manuscripts
has been (and continues to be) the potential they have for allowing access to—
and opening up new vantage points onto—the most persistent and common
forms of Chinese religious practices. Yet, due to entrenched categorization
schemes,whichthecontemporaryChinesegovernmenthasreiﬁedintheform
of its delineation of what constitutes orthodox “religion,” the unnamed reli-
gions of the masses have been occluded and fallen into the ﬁssures that have
formed as a result of the conﬁguration of those categories. One of the impor-
tant tasks the Chinese state set for itself was the enactment of a clear separa-
tion between religion and superstition.
69 Although the etymologies of the
terms zongjiao and mixin are contested by modern scholars, it
seems that when they ﬁrst entered the Chinese lexicon as referents of the
terms “religion” and “superstition,” respectively, during the beginning of the
twentieth century they came to be formulated along the lines of Western
usagesinhierarchic binary relationand havealso beenatthe heart oftheChi-
nese state’s posture toward religion and the formation of the categories used
for thinking about religion.
70 There is a long history of these developments,
how they set the conceptual categories employed in structuring academic
approaches to the study of Chinese religions, and how those decisions have
hadaveryrealimpactattheleveloflocalsociety.
We can gain a sense of these developments and their effects, for instance,
by reference to the 1997 “White Paper on Freedom of Religious Belief in
China.” In that report, ﬁve religions—Buddhism, Daoism, Catholicism, Prot-
estantism, and Islam—were recognized as legitimate and therefore guaran-
teed religious freedom. The ﬁrst paragraph of the white paper states that
among these religions people “may freely choose and express their religious
beliefs and make clear their religious afﬁliations.”
71 The white paper serves
asaparticularlygoodexamplefordemonstratinghowfortheChinesegovern-
69 Rebecca Nedostup, Superstitious Regimes: Religion and the Politics of Chinese Modernity
(Cambridge,MA: HarvardUniversity Asia Center, 2009).
70 This is a topic that Catherine Bell took up for analysis in her “The Chinese Believe in Spir-
its.” See also Vincent Goossaert, “The Concept of Religion in China and the West,” Diogenes 52
(2005): 13–20, 14–15;andNedostup,Superstitious Regimes, 6–11.
71 “Freedom ofReligious Beliefin China,” inWhite Papers of the Chinese Government, 1996–
1999(Beijing:ForeignLanguagesPress, 2000),227.
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identiﬁable “canon,” place of worship, priestly organization, and congrega-
tion. People’s religious expression is expected to fall in line with one of these
ﬁve. Vincent Goossaert has summed up well the basic issues that are raised
with this new visionof religion.
The most signiﬁcant consequence of this process of puriﬁcation that aimed to sepa-
rate theﬁve approved religionsfrom “superstitions” (thatis,thebasis ofChinesereli-
gion) was that the great majority of communities worshipping local saints in village
or neighbourhood temples were deprived of all legal protection, and their temples
were conﬁscated and converted into schools, police stations, garrisons, etc. The reli-
gious life of these temples, which was rediscovered by observers from the 1960s on
(in Taiwan, Hong Kong and the diaspora, then in China itself from the 1980s), is
today the focus of researchers’ attention. A kind of rehabilitation of local cults is tak-
ing place under the title “popular religion,” “folk religion” or minjian xinyang (liter-
ally “popular beliefs”). However, though these labels help us to realize that the Chi-
nese religious environment is not limited to the ﬁve approved religions together with
the sectarian groups, they nevertheless conﬁrm a process that has been underway for
a century with the aim of separating religions from superstitions; by inventing a new,
hybrid category of popular religion to replace the mass of ‘superstitions’, we forget
the fundamental unity of Chinese religion’s practices and representations, within
whichlocalcultsandTaoist,BuddhistandConfucianinstitutionsallhaveastake.
72
As the ongoing work of Wang Qiugui, John Lagerwey, Kenneth Dean, David
Johnson, Daniel Overmyer, and others doing ﬁeldwork and documentation of
local historical and religious manuscripts attests, it is precisely the different
forms of what Dean calls “local communal religion” that characterize the
most common types of religious practice.
73 Although there is at present some
effort to ﬁnd a place for local communal forms of religion, since those forms
of religious practice had historically fallen outside the ofﬁcial deﬁnitions of
religion articulated by the Chinese government they were ignored or treated
with opprobrium.
74 Most of this new research, which has in large part been
made possible through the discovery and study of newly available manu-
scripts, demonstrates the new possibilities for studying Chinese religion
72 VincentGoossaert, “Concept of Religion,” 16.
73 KennethDean,TaoistRitualandPopularCults ofSoutheastChina(Princteon, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1993), 7. On some remarkable collections of manuscripts and their study, see
Wang Ch’iu-kuei ,e d . ,Min-su ch’€ u-i ts’ung-shu,a n dZhongguo chuantong keyiben hui-
bian; and John Lagerwey, Traditonal Hakka Society Series. For a collection of introductions to
some of these materialsandreports, see DanielL.Overmyer,ed., Ethnography in China Today: A
Critical Assessment of Research Methods and Results (Taipei: Yuan-Liou, 2002); and for studies
using other forms of scripture, see David Johnson, ed., Ritual and Scripture in Chinese Popular
Religion: FiveStudies(Berkeley, CA: Publications of the Chinese Popular CultureProject, 1995).
74 Kenneth Dean, “Local Communal Religion in Contemporary Southeast China,” in Religion
inChinaToday, ed. DanielL. Overmyer (Cambridge:Cambridge UniversityPress, 2003),32–52.
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as it is embedded in society has ﬁnally brought the ﬁeld to the point—once
envisionedbyCatherineBell—wherewe can “confess our failure to ﬁndade-
quate generalizations”aboutChinesereligionsandtheneedtoattendto(what
ArthurWolfcalled)the“stubbornfacts.”
75
It is within this interpretive framework, built as it is around work on hand-
written documents and their relationship to religion, that I have also tried to
situate my discussion of the body of manuscripts found within statues. The
Hunan statues, and their manuscripts in particular, provide similar access to
the normally impenetrable realm of nonelite religion as it is practiced in local
villages and inside the home on the domestic altar. The consecration certiﬁ-
cates lead us into the realms of local history, religion, and culture that are not
well attested in Chinese printed sources. At the same time, however, these
manuscripts force us out into other manuscript archives (such as handwritten
ritual manuals, family genealogies, and documents in regional archives that
were never destined for print), which are all necessary in order to provide a
more robust liturgical, social, and historical context for interpreting their con-
tent.
76 The suggestion that we need to take manuscripts more seriously in the
study of Chinese religions should not be understood as an immoderate claim
toforswearall printedhistoricalorreligioustexts.Clearlyinthestudyofsuch
a diverseandproblematictopic suchasChinese religionsweneedtohaveour
handsonasmanydifferenttypesofsourcesaspossible.
Despite the development and spread of printing technology in China—
coupled with the trenchant critiques and proscriptions of religion at different
junctures in Chinese history—signiﬁcant manuscript collections survive in
unlikely places in contemporary China. The extra effort expended to unearth
them promises to be worthwhile, since their contents have already begun to
add signiﬁcant new information not captured in highly edited printed texts.
77
75 Bell, “Performance,” 218, drawing on a phrase coined by Arthur Wolf in his “Gods, Ghosts,
andAncestors,” inReligionandRitualinChineseSociety, ed. ArthurP. Wolf (Stanford, CA:Stan-
fordUniversityPress, 1974), 131–82.
76 See Chen Zi’ai and Hua Lan (Alain Arrault), eds., Xiangzhong zongjiao yu
xiangtushehuidiaochabaogaoji ,2vols.Forpapersfromacollo-
quium of the same name held in Loudi and Shuiche, June 24–29, 2006, and the forthcoming book
based on those reports, see Chen Zi’ai and Hua Lan (Alain Arrault), ed., Xiangzhong
zongjiao yu xiangtu shehui , 3 vols. (Beijing: Zongjiao wenhua chuban she,
forthcoming).
77 This statement is notmerelyapplicable tothestudyofDaoismor popularreligionbut applies
equally to the mining of Dunhuang manuscripts and other manuscript collections. On what is pos-
sible with Buddhist manuscripts, see, for example, Gao Guofan, Zhongguo minsu tanwei,a n d
Dunhuang minsu ziliao daolun; and Hao Chunwen ,Tanghouqi Wudai Songchu Dunhuang
sengni de shehui shenghuo [The social lives of monks and
nuns in Dunhuangduringthe Late Tang, Five Dynasties, andEarlySong] (Beijing:Zhongguoshe-
huikexueyuan chubanshe, 1998).
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All use subject to JSTOR Terms and ConditionsThe relationship between handwritten manuscripts and print might be com-
pared to Henry Petroski’s remarks about the differences between writing in
pencil(manuscript)andink(print)intheWest:
The pencil, the tool of doodlers, stands for thinking and creativity. ...The pencil’s
graphite ...is the ephemeral medium of thinkers, planners, drafters, architects, and
engineers, the medium to be erased, revised, smudged, obliterated, lost—inked over.
Ink,ontheotherhand,whetherinabookoronplansoronacontract,signiﬁesﬁnality
andsupersedes thepencil draftsandsketches. If earlypencilingsinterest collectors,it
is often because of their association with the permanent success written or drawn in
ink. Unlike graphite, to which paper is like sandpaper, ink ﬂows smoothly and ﬁlls in
the nooks and crannies of creation. Ink is the cosmetic that ideas will wear when they
gooutinpublic.Graphiteistheirdirtytruth.
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In the study of Chinese religions we still have many “dirty truths” and “stub-
born facts” that might yet be revealed through the study of extant manu-
scripts.
AlthoughCatherineBell’sresearchonChinesereligionsneverreachedfull
fruition—makingitallthemorelamentablethatthe ﬁnalchapterofherschol-
arship will remain unwritten—I hope that this essay has pointed to one of the
directions—outside her proliﬁc output onritual and ritual studies—whereher
work had a potential impact on the ﬁeld of Sinology. Since Bell was deeply
interested in the study of texts not “simply as expressions or reﬂections of
changingsocial situations butasdynamicagentsofchange,”itis hopedthat a
focusonherinsightsaboutthenatureofChinesereligioustextswillinvitefur-
therdiscussionaboutmanuscriptsintheageofprint,evenifitisonlypossible
for her to participate in those conversations through the essays and books she
leftwithus.
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HarvardUniversity
78 Henry Petroski, The Pencil: A History of Design and Circumstance (New York: Knopf,
1992), 6.
79 Bell, “Ritualizationof Texts,” 369.
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